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Money can’t buy happiness,
but it can make you awfully
comfortable while you’re being
miserable.
-Clare Boothe Luce

Supersenior
Gets Free
Lunch in Wads;
Gains “Fifth
Year 50”
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

After not eating in the dining
halls for over three years,
a fifth year finance student
recently received a free lunch
in Wads. Not remembering
the bellyache and emotional
distress that comes from
unlimited dessert and fried
foods, he loaded up his plate
as though he were at the
Golden Corral and sat down
to enjoy the bountiful harvest.
Within half an hour, medical
authorities had arrived on
the scene to roll him over to
standing. Wobbling around
on his now too-small legs,
the student’s eyes bugged
out as he cried, “I don’t
remember everything being
this delicious! DID YOU SEE
THOSE NOODLES? They’re
the perfect shade of yellow
see Luke on back

Gary Johnson Was Unsure About
Voting Gary Johnson
By Rico Bastian ~ Daily Bull

It was reported Tuesday that while in the voting booth, former two-term governor
of New Mexico and Libertarian presidential candidate Gary Johnson was feeling
some reservations about voting Gary Johnson for president.

Pic o’ the Day!

Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

“I feel like I might just be throwing my vote away,” Johnson said. “Maybe I should
just vote for Obama or Romney. I mean, Gary Johnson doesn’t have a chance.”
Johnson, who had been campaigning since accepting the libertarian nomination
in early May, felt as though neither Barack Obama nor Willard Romney really represented his values, but really were his only options. Despite his early enthusiasm for
the Libertarian candidate, he found that recent polls placing the candidate at less
than five percent discouraging.
“I really do support Gary Johnson and everything he stands for, but with the Republican and Democrat candidates polling near fifty percent, it just seems futile,”
Johnson said. “It’s gonna be really close for those two, so maybe my vote will
matter more if I vote for one of them.”
Johnson wasn’t the only one having trouble voting Tuesday, as his running mate,
former judge Jim Gray, forgot which candidate he was going to vote for.
“I thought it was just going to be Obama, Romney and us on the ballot,” Gray said.
“I was just going to vote for the one that wasn’t Obama or Romney, but then I see
three options that aren’t them. Let’s see... which party am I? Libertarian? I believe
in liberty, so maybe that one... Maybe the Green Party, I do like the environment...
Natural Law? It’s definitely not that. I’m feeling pretty confident that it’s Green.”
It was also reported that Green Party candidate Jill Stein consciously decided not
to vote Tuesday.
“These elections are a bunch of bullshit,” Stein said from her living room couch.
“It’s not like my vote’s even gonna matter. We don’t vote for the president, it’s the
damn electoral college. They just have these stupid elections to make us think that
we have some sort of control while corporations and special interest groups make
see Leia on back

First Years: Just remember that if college is too hard,
you can always quit and be a stripper.

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Buy One Medium Pizza, Get
Another Medium for Half Price!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100
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all our decisions for us. If I vote, it’s like consenting to the government’s control
over my life because I’m playing their little game. No way, I’m just gonna stay
home and catch up on The Walking Dead.”

Come one, come all! Welcome, ladies and gentlemen, to the Daily Bull Ad Zone! As you peruse our
offerings, please keep both hands inside the left and right margins for optimal information-gathering.
Now then, off we go!
Sweet house here!

Sex with an idiot? Didn’t use a condom? Believed it when he said,
“Don’t worry, I’ll pull out?” In all seriousness, call this number.
Oh man. Please, please, pleeease get these in place for the next election.
We might actually get a decent voter turnout for once. I’d never vote absentee again. And I’d get a sticker!
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and I can’t stop eating them. One of
them talked to me, did you hear it?!!!”
Witnesses say they heard (and saw)
no such thing -- the only thing they
noticed was a formerly skinny guy going back for seconds, thirds, fourths,
fourth and a halfs, and dessert.
Housing had nothing to say on the
matter, insisting that the food in the
halls is “definitely not” laced with any
addiction-fueling hormone replacements and “most certainly never ”
causes any student to gain more than
HEY YOU! Do you own a bike, have you ever biked, have you ever thought
a meager freshman 15.
about biking, or even been near someone whose step sister used to ride a
bike sometimes? Scan this baller QR code!
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It’s not as capaple as a laptop, nor
as mobile as a smartphone (but more
expensive than both) - it’s an IPAD!

